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TheThe role ofHypX in the maturation of the SHfront R. eutropha 

ABSTRACT T 
Thee hypX gene of the facultative lithoautotrophic bacterium Raktonia eutropha is part of a cassette of 

accessoryy genes (the hyp cluster) required for the proper assembly of the active site and the subsequent 

processingg of the hydrogenases present in R. eutropha. In this report we describe the effects of a 

deletionn of the hypX gene on the maturation of the soluble hydrogenase (SH) and the membrane-

boundd hydrogenase (MBH). It is shown that, upon deletion of the hypX gene, bacterial cell growth is 

retardedd under aerobic conditions in both MBH- and SH-dependent growth, the effect being more 

pronouncedd on SH-dependent growth. The SH purified from a /i^pX-negative strain, the SH(HypX), 

wass compared to the SH purified from a ZiypX-positive strain, SH(HypX+). In activity measurements 

thee SH(HypX') clearly displayed a strongly increased sensitivity for oxygen compared to the 

SH(HypX+).. Both were insensitive to carbon monoxide. Chemical analysis showed that the SH(HypX) 

activee site binds three cyanide ligands whereas the SH(HypX+) binds four. Spectroscopic analysis 

indicatedd that the SH(HypX) misses the extra cyanide ligand on the Ni site that is hypothesised in the 

SH(HypX*).. We propose that this ligand protects the active site against oxygen, thus allowing 

hydrogen-oxidisingg activity under aerobic conditions. The function of the HypX protein and 

pleiotropicc effect of its deletion are discussed. An extended X-ray spectroscopic analysis showed that 

thee active-site Ni ion is in a high-spin Ni(II ) state in both SHfHypX') and SH(HypX). 
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Thee soluble hydrogenase (SH) of the facultative lithoautotrophic proteobacterium Ralstonia eutropha 

strainn H16 is a [NiFe] hydrogenase. In this type of hydrogenases the active-site Ni and Fe ion are 

boundd to the protein via four cysteine residues. In [NiFeSe] hydrogenases one of these cysteines is 

replacedd by a selenocysteine (for reviews see Afbracht, 1994; Vignais, 2001; Cammack, 2001). There is a 

classs of hydrogenases that contain only iron, the [Fe] hydrogenases (review: Adams, 2000), while 

currentlyy one hydrogenase is known that contains no metal ions in its active site, but an organic 

cofactorr instead (review: Berkessel, 2001). 

Thee active sites of [NiFe] hydrogenases have been the topic of research for several decades now. A 

combinationn of crystallography (Volbeda, 1995,1996a) and FTIR spectroscopy (Bagley, 1994,1995; 

Happe,Happe, 1997; DeLacey, 1997; Pierik, 1999) revealed a remarkable active site: a bimetallic Ni-Fe centre 

bridgedd by two cysteine thiols (Cys533 and Cys65, numbering as in the crystal structure of the D. gigas 

hydrogenase,, Volbeda, 1995). The Ni site is further attached to the protein by two terminally bound 

cysteinee residues (Cys530 and Cys68). The Fe-site contains three non-protein ligands: one carbon 

monoxidee and two cyanides (Happe, 1997; Pierik, 1999). These ligands absorb infrared radiation in 

thee 2100-1900 cm'1 region and are detectable with FTIR spectroscopy. The absorption bands shift 

uponn changes in the redox state of the active site (Bagley, 1995; DeLacey, 1997). The FTIR absorption 

spectrumm of oxidised standard [NiFe] hydrogenase shows a large absorption band around 1945 cm' 

duee to the stretch vibration of the carbon monoxide ligand and two smaller bands between 2050 and 

21000 cm"' due to the symmetrical and antisymmetrical stretch vibrations of two coupled cyanide 

ligandss (Pierik, 1999). 

Whenn standard [NiFe] hydrogenases are reduced and activated, the valency of Ni can shuttle between 

divalentt and trivalent (Davidson, 2000). In the oxidised states (the Nir*  and the NiB" state) the Ni site is 

3++ (a 3d7 ion) and the enzyme is inactive. To activate the enzyme, the Ni site must be reduced to Ni1+ 

(aa 3d*  ion) and the enzyme must be incubated at sufficient high temperatures (Coremans, 1992b). 

Afterr reduction, active enzyme also occurs in several redox states: upon binding of a hydride to the 

activee site the Ni ion can be oxidised again to Ni3+: the Nit-C* state (van der Zwaan, 1985; Happe, 

1999).1999). Under the appropriate conditions (1% H2, pH 6.0), the amount of EPR-detectable spins is as 

largee as 0.9 spins/Ni in this state (Coremans, 1992a). Upon further reduction under 100% Hs the 

activee site Ni is reduced again to a Ni1+ state. The Fe site remains in a divalent low-spin state 

throughoutt the whole process of reduction (Surerus, 1994; Huyett, 1997). 

Standardd hydrogenases are reversibly inactivated by oxygen and inhibited by carbon monoxide. In 

inactivee enzyme the Ni ion is usually oxidised to Ni3*  and the active site is blocked by an oxygen 

speciess (Van der Zwaan, 1990; Volbeda 1995,1996a). In the active states the standard hydrogenases are 

inhibitedd by low carbon monoxide concentrations (K.-25 uM). CO binds to the divalent Ni site and 

preventss hydrogen activation at the active site (Higuchi, 2000; DeLacey, 2002). 

Thee soluble hydrogenase (SH) of R. eutropha is a special hydrogenase because it is one of very few 

oxygen-tolerantt hydrogenases; it can oxidise H1 under aerobic conditions. It only requires a catalytic 

amountt of NADH (5 uM) to become active and start the reaction. Contrary to the standard 

hydrogenasess it is also not inhibited by CO at all (Schneider, 1979). 
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Thee spectroscopic properties of the SH of J?, eutropha are different from those of standard [NiFe] 

hydrogenases.. Firstly, the as-isolated, aerobic SH does not display an EPR signal due to a Ni-based 

unpairedd electron (Erkens, 1996; Happe, 2000). Also in reduced cuZyUii it is mïpüssiuie to mvcxe 

considerablee concentrations (i.e. more than 25%) of Ni-based unpaired spins, although several 

reducingg conditions have been tried (Happe, 2000). Secondly, the FTIR spectrum is different from 

thatt of standard hydrogenases. In as-isolated SH one intense CO absorption peak (at 1956 cm"1) is 

accompaniedd by (at least) four, partly overlapping, weaker absorptions between 2050 and 2100 cm"' 

(Happe,(Happe, 2000). A chemical analysis showed 3.9 cyanides per intact enzyme molecule (W. Roseboom 

andand S.P.J. Albracht, unpublished result). In FTIR measurements reduction of the SH with 10 mM 

NADHH resulted in an apparent shift of the peak at 2098 cm'1 to lower wavenumbers, overlapping with 

thee other absorption peaks in the cyanide region (2087-2070 cm"1). Further reduction with methyl 

viologenn (MV, E„' = -460 mV) and dithionite resulted in a peak appearing at 2051 cm'. Reduction 

underr 100% H2 for 45 min at 30°C resulted in a similar apparent shift of the 2098 cm"' peak to 2051 

cm'11 (Happe, 2000). Based on these data a model was proposed with three cyanides and one carbon 

monoxidee coordinated to the Fe site. The fourth cyanide ligand was proposed to bind to the Ni site 

(Figuree 1). According to this model the two extra cyanides shield the active site from oxygen during 

oxidationn of H2 under aerobic conditions (Happe, 2000). The notion of a different coordination 

aroundd Ni in the R. eutropha SH is supported by the results of X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Two 

independentt XAS studies on as-isolated SH of R. eutropha showed differences in both the Ni K-edge 

andd the EXAFS upon comparison with the spectra of standard hydrogenases in the oxidised state (Gu, 

1996;1996; Muller, 1997). Reduction of the as-isolated, oxidised SH with excess NADH (10 mM) resulted in 

aa considerable change in the Ni K-edge and the EXAFS region, typical of a change in coordination 

and/orr symmetry of the active-site Ni ion (Gu, 1996; Muller, 1997). 

Figuree 1. The model for the active site of the Soluble Hydrogenase from R. eutropha, as postulated in (Happe, 

2000). 2000). 

Thee SH of R. eutropha oxidises molecular hydrogen and transfers the produced electrons via a 

diaphorasee enzyme module to NAD* to produce NADH. It is functional as a heterotetramer (Tran-

Betcke,Betcke, 1990) consisting of a hydrogenase dimer capable of H2 oxidation and a diaphorase dimer 

harbouringg an FMN moiety as the NAD*-reaction site. The hydrogenase part consists of the HoxH 

(54.88 kDa) and the HoxY (22.9 kDa) subunits and the diaphorase part is a dimer of the HoxF (66.8 

kDa)) and the HoxU (26.0 kDa) subunits. HoxF is the subunit binding the FMN moiety that reacts 

withh NAD*. 
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Thee [NiFe) active site of the SH of R. eutropha is located in the HoxH subunit and the nearby, 
proximall  [4Fe-4S] cluster  is in the HoxY subunit The ensemble of the proximal cluster  and the active 
sitee is strictly conserved throughout all [NiFe] hydrogenases and is proposed to be the basic building 
blockk for  hydrogen oxidation (Albracht, 1994,2000). The diaphorase part contains two more [4Fe-4S] 
clusterss and a [2Fe-2S] cluster  involved in electron transport. Recently, it was found that the SH of R. 

eutrophaeutropha contains a second FMN, in addition to the one involved in NAD+ reduction. It was shown 
thatt  this second FMN is essential for  the reduction of NAD+ by H2, but not for  hydrogen oxidation by 
benzyll  viotogen (Van der Linden, 2002). Sequence comparison showed that a possible location for  the 
secondd FMN is a flavodoxin fold in the HoxY subunit, close to the active site (Albracht, 2000). The 
currentt  hypothesis is that this FMN can directly accept the 2 electrons (or  the hydride) produced by 
thee heterolytic cleavage of H: on nickel, thus making redox activity of the Ni ion in the active she 
redundant. . 

Besidess the SH, R. eutropha contains two more hydrogenases: a membrane-bound hydrogenase 
(MBH)) (Schink, 1979) and a regulatory hydrogenase (RH) (Lenz, 1998; Pierik, 1998; Bernhard, 2001). 

Thee genes encoding these hydrogenases are, together  with a set of accessory genes (the hyp cluster), 
locatedd in two operons on the 450-kb megaplasmid pHG-1 of J?, eutropha. The products of these hyp 

geness are involved in the maturation and processing of hydrogenase. A region downstream of the 
MBHH structural genes hoxK and hoxG (Kortlüke, 1992) and the MBH-specific maturation genes, 
containss seven open reading frames designated hypAl, hypBl, hypFl, hypC, hypD, hypE and hypX 

(Dernedde,(Dernedde, 1993,1996a; Buhrke, 1998). Duplicates of three of these hyp genes (hypA2, hypB2 and 
hypF2)hypF2) are located in the SH operon (Wolf, 1998). Most hyp genes are conserved in [NiFe] 
hydrogenase-containingg bacteria and exert a pleiotropic effect in strains producing multipl e 
hydrogenasess (Jacobi, 1992; Dernedde, 1996a; Wolf, 1998). The hypX gene is an exception since it is 
onlyy present in bacteria that can grow under  aerobic conditions. Bacteria that contain a hypX 

homologuee include Rhizobium leguminosarum (Rey, 1996), Bradyrhizobium japonicum (Durmowicz, 

1997),1997), Aquifex aeolicus (Deckert, 1998) and Streptomyces avermitilis (Omura, 2001). All these bacteria 
aree (facultative) aerobic species. 

Thee hypX gene of R. leguminosorum is sequenced (Rey, 1996) and contains 1686 nucleotides coding 
forr  561 amino acids forming a protein with a calculated mass of 62,397 Dalton. Amino-acid sequence 
alignmentt  shows an extensive similarit y (-52% identity) to the HypX proteins of B. japonicum and R. 

eutrophaeutropha (Rey, 1996). Two regions are identified: region I contains an NM-formyltetrahydrofolat e 
bindingg motif and region II  an enoyl-CoA hydratase/isomerase domain. Especially the presence of the 
Nl0-formyltetrahydrofolat ee binding motif led to a hypothesised role in transfer  of one-carbon species 
(Rey,(Rey, 1996). 

Heree we describe in detail the effect of the deletion of the hypX gene on bacterial growth and the 
propertiess of the SH of R. eutropha. This study extends an earlier  preliminar y report which indicated 
thatt  the maturation of the SH was impaired in a hypX deletion mutant (Buhrke, 1998). The results 
presentedd here show that when HypX is absent, growth under  aerobic conditions is retarded. This 
effectt  is stronger  for  SH-dependent growth than for  MBH-dependent growth. The SH(HypX') is 
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purifiedd and shown to be unable to catalyse hydrogen oxidation under aerobic conditions with benzyl 

viologenn as electron acceptor. The spectroscopic characteristics for the SH(HypX+) and the 

Sïï(HypX')) arc compared. EPR, FTÏR and X-ray absorption spectroscopy are applied to monitor the 

magneticc and electronic properties of the active-site metal ions. Both the SH(HypX*) and the 

SH(HypX)) enzymes contain a high-spin Ni(II ) ion in the active site. The SH(HypX+) contains four 

CN'' groups in the active site (Happe, 2000). The deletion mutant, however, contains only three 

cyanidess bound to the active site. We propose that missing cyanide ligand in the SH(HypX') is the one 

boundd to Ni and that its function is to shield the active site from oxygen during turn-over. The 

functionn of HypX in the maturation process is to supply this extra cyanide ligand to Ni. This might 

alsoo explain why the hypX gene is only present in hydrogenase-containing bacteria that are able to 

groww under aerobic conditions. 

MATERIAL SS AND METHOD S 

ConstructionConstruction ofR. eutropha HF480 andHF592. The mobilisable plasmid pCH630 containing hypXA 

(Buhrke,(Buhrke, 1998) was transferred from E. colt S17-1 to R. eutropha HF359 (hoxGA) (Bernhard, 1996) and 

HF3888 (hoxHA) (Massanz, 2000) respectively, by a spot mating technique (Simon, 1983). Gene 

replacementt in R. eutropha was achieved by using an allelic exchange procedure based on the 

conditionallyy lethal sacB gene (Lenz, 1994). The resulting isolates were screened for the presence of the 

desiredd deletion in hypX by PCR amplification of the respective target site (Bernhard, 1996). Deletion-

carryingg isolates were identified on the basis of the altered electrophoretic mobility of the 

amplificationn products. The resulting strains were named HF480 (hoxG&hypXA) and HF592 

(hoxHMiypXb). (hoxHMiypXb). 

CellCell growth. For lithoautotrophic growth, R. eutropha strains were cultivated in minimal medium 

(Schwartz,(Schwartz, 1998) under an atmoshpere of H2,02 and CO, (8:1:1 v/v). For the isolation of the SH, R. 

eutrophaeutropha strains were heterotrophically grown in fructose-glycerol minimal medium (Schwartz, 1998) 

inn a BIOSTAT D fermentor (Braun, Melsungen, Germany) at a 50-liter scale at 30°C under 

hydrogenasee derepressing conditions. The cells were harvested at an OD^ of 11, washed with 

potassiumm phosphate buffer (50 mM K-P04, pH 7.0), rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored 

at-70°C. . 

PurificationPurification of the SH, Cells (82 g, wet weight) were resuspended in 35 ml K-P04 buffer containing 

0.11 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and disrupted by two passages through a chilled French 

pressuree cell at 1100 pound/square inch (76 bar). Soluble extracts were prepared by 

ultracentrifugationn (90,000 x g, 45 min, 4°C). Solid (NH4),S04 was added to the clear supernatant to a 

saturationn of 30%. Precipitated proteins were removed by centrifugation (16,000 x g, 20 min, 4°C), 

andd (NH4)jS04 was added to the supernatant to a saturation of 60%. After centrifugation the 

supernatantt was discarded and the precipitate was resuspended in 40 ml K-P04 buffer. The protein 
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solutionn was dialysed overnight against K-P04 buffer to remove residual (NH4)jS04. Subsequently the 

samplee was applied to a DEAE Sephacel XK50/30 column (Amersham Pharmacia) pre-equilibrated 

withh K-P04 buffer. At a flow rate of 2 ml/min the column was washed with two bed volumes of K-P04 

buffer.. Proteins were eluted using a continuous KCI-gradient (0 to 400 mM KCl in K-P04 buffer 

withinn three bed volumes) and fractions of 8 ml were collected. Fractions widi high NAD+-reducing 

activityy were combined and the proteins were precipitated by addition of (NH4)2S04 to a final 

saturationn of 60% in order to reduce the volume of the sample. The supernatant was removed by 

centrifugationn and the protein pellet was resuspended in 3 ml 200 mM K-P04 buffer. The sample was 

appliedd to a phenylsepharose 6 fast flow HP-column (35 x 100 mm; Amersham Pharmacia). The 

columnn was washed with two bed volumes of 200 mM K-P04 buffer at a flow rate of 2 ml/min. 

Proteinss were eluted by a continuous decrease of the potassium phosphate concentration. Fractions of 

66 ml were collected, and the homogeneity of the SH in fractions with high NAD+-reducing activity 

wass furthermore analysed by SDS-polyacryl gel electrophoresis and subsequent Coomassie-staining. 

Fractionss with appropriate homogeneity were combined and dialysed against 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

8.0)) overnight Finally the preparation was concentrated to a volume of ca. 1 ml using a stirred 

ultrafiltrationn cell (model 8050; Amicon), rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C. In the 

following,, soluble hydrogenase purified from strain HF359 (hoxGA) is named SH(HypX+) and SH 

purifiedd from strain HF480 {hoxGbhoxXA) is named SH(HypX). 

CharacterisationCharacterisation of the purified SH proteins. Protein concentrations were determined according to 

Bradfordd (Bradford, 1976). The Ni content was determined using a Hitachi 180-80 polarised Zeeman 

Atomicc Absorption Spectrophotometer. Non-specifically protein-bound metal ions were first 

removedd by passage through a Chelex-100 column (BioRad). The amount of cyanide per enzyme was 

determinedd as previously described (Pierik, 1999). The EPR detectable [2Fe-2S]l+ cluster was used as a 

measuree for intact protein. After incubation under 100% H, for 45 min at 30°C the EPR spectrum of 

thee reduced (2Fe-2S] cluster was recorded. The amount of unpaired spins was determined by 

simulationn of the spectra. 

ActivityActivity measurements. Hydrogenase activity was measured spectroscopically at room temperature. 

Thee assay buffer (2.0 ml, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) was saturated with H2 gas. To this 0.5 ml of Ar-, 

air-- or CO-saturated buffer was added. As electron acceptors either benzyl viologen (BV, 4.2 mM, E0' 

== -359 mV) or the physiological redox partner NAD* (1.0 mM) were used. A catalytic amount of 

NADHH (5 uM) was added to activate the SH. Enzyme concentrations were in the order of 10 nM. 

NAD*-reducingg activity was measured with a Zeiss M4 QUI, monitoring the increase in absorption at 

3400 nm from formed NADH. Anaerobic reduction of BV was monitored at 640 nm. The aerobic and 

anaerobicc reaction with BV as electron acceptor were compared by amperometrical measurement of 

H3-oxidationn (Coremans, 1989). 

FURFUR spectroscopy. Fourier-transform infrared spectra were taken on a BioRad FTS 60A 

spectrophotometerr equipped with an MCT detector. Spectra were recorded at room temperature 
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(25'C)) with a resolution of 2 cnï1. Typically averages of 684 spectra were taken against buffer blanks. 

Enzymee samples (12 ul, 50 to 100 uM) were loaded into a gas-tight transmission cell with CaF2 

winaowss ana lenon spacers ipam iciigui JU \uvij. me spciu*  wcic uaacunc LUUCLICU uomg mt 

BioRadd software. Absorption peaks were fitted with Gaussian functions using the GRAMS software 

(Galacticc Ind. Corp.). SH(HypX) was reduced by incubation under H2 at 30°C for 45 min. After 

reductionn the sample was anaerobically oxidised with 4 mM DCIP (2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol, 

+2300 mV) under an Ar atmosphere. Aerobic oxidation of reduced enzyme was performed by 

exposuree to air. 

EPREPR spectroscopy. X-band (9.4 GHz) EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ECS 106 spectrometer. 

Thee modulation frequency was 100 kHz. Cooling of the sample was performed using an Oxford 

Instrumentss ESR 900 cryostat with an ITC4 temperature controller. The magnetic field was calibrated 

withh an AEG magnetic field meter. The microwave frequency was measured with a Hewlett-Packard 

5350BB Microwave Frequency Counter. Simulation and quantification of the spectra were carried out 

ass before (Happe, 1999). 

XASXAS spectroscopy. Ni K-edge XAS data were collected at beamline 7-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron 

Radiationn Laboratory (SSRL), Stanford, USA. As-isolated, oxidised protein samples of SH(HypX') 

andd SH(HypX) were concentrated to a concentration of-300 uM (-50 mg/ml) and frozen in liquid 

nitrogen.. Samples were cooled to 10-12 K during measurement. Data were collected with a Canberra 

X-rayy fluorescence detector. 

L-edgeL-edge measurements. L-edge spectra were recorded at beamline 4.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source 

(ALS)) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA. Enzyme films were prepared on 

sapphiree disks by drying samples (20 ul, -100 uM) under air. Samples were in a 10 mM Tris-HCl 

bufferr (pH 8.0). The sample films were circular with an average diameter of 5 mm. X-ray fluorescence 

wass measured with a 30 element Ge detector as described before (Wang, 2001). During data collection 

thee sample was moved so that the X-rays illuminated at least three different spots. Samples were 

cooledd below 10 K during measurement. On the time scale of the data collection (20 min per 

spectrum)) no radiation damage was observed. Control measurements on protein films prepared of 

Bovinee Serum Albumin (BSA) showed that the observed signal was not caused by the protein 

backgroundd or interfering equipment from the beamline or end-station. Shown spectra are averages 

off  four measurements. Before collection of the L-edge spectra, control FTIR spectra of the dried films 

weree routinely measured at room temperature to check the protein integrity after drying. The FTIR 

spectraa of the protein films were identical to the spectra of enzyme in solution. 

RIXSRIXS measurements. RIXS data were collected at the Bio-CAT beamline 18ID at the Advanced 

Photonn Source (APS), Chicago, USA. The incident beam monochromator used a pair of Si(400) 

crystalss and the energy bandwidth at 8330 eV was 1.0 eV. Fluorescence was recorded with a single 

element,, liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge detector as described before (Bergmann, 1998). Samples were 
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preparedd by drying concentrated samples on Kapton films to obtain the highest concentrations 

possible.. The drying procedure was performed under aerobic conditions on the bench. During 

measurementt the samples were cooled to below 10 K. 

RESULTS S 

LithoautotrophicLithoautotrophic growth ofSH(HypX*) and SH(HypX'). It was previously reported that a deletion of 

HypXX affected the activity of the respiratory-chain-linked MBH and the SH of R. eutropha due to a 

delayy in the maturation process of the two enzymes (Buhrke, 1998). The lithoautotrophic growth of 

thee hypX-negative strain was retarded compared to the growth of the /ivpX-positive strain. In order to 

investigatee the effect of HypX on the SH as well as on the MBH more specifically, we constructed 

hypXhypX deletion strains lacking either the MBH (HF480) or the SH (HF592), see table 1. Cells were 

grownn under lithoautotrophic conditions with H2 as sole energy source in the presence of either 5% 

oxygenn or 15% oxygen. Fig. 2A shows the growth curve of the MBH' strains HF359 (hoxGA) and 

HF4800 (hoxGAhypXA). In these strains lithoautotrophic growth is mediated only by the function of 

thee SH. The growth of the control strain HF359 was not affected by different 02 concentrations. The 

doublingg time of HF359 was 3.1 h independent of the 02 concentration. In the hypX mutant HF480 

thee doubling time had increased to 52.7 h when the cells grew under 5% Or In the presence of 15% 

022 the doubling time of the hypX mutant was even longer (66.2 h). The function of the MBH was 

affectedd to a lesser extent by the deletion of hypX as shown in Fig. 2B. The growth of the SH" strains 

HF3888 (hoxHA) and HF592 (hoxHAhypXA) was mediated only by the function of the MBH in this 

experiment.. Again, the growth of the control strain HF388 occurred independent of the 02 

concentrationn with a doubling time of 8.6 h. The doubling time of the fcypX-negative strain HF592 

wass slightly enlarged to 9.2 hours in the presence of 5% 02. A clear effect on the growth rate was only 

apparentt in the presence of 15% 02 where the doubling time increased to 11.5 hours. 

 SH", 5% o 2 

 SH", HypX", 5% O 2 

OO SH", 15% O 2 

GG SH', HypX", 15% 0 2 

a a 
o o 

 MBH", 5% 0 2 

 MBH", HypX", 5% O 2 
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Figuree 2. The effect of low (5%) and average (15%) oxygen pressure on the growth rate of hypX-positive and 
hypX-negativee strains. Bacterial growth was dependent on SH (A) or MBH (B). 
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Tablee 1. Bacterial constructs of R. eutropha used for the study of lithoautotrophic growth. 

Strain Strain 

HF359 9 

HF480 0 

HF388 8 

HF592 2 

RelevantRelevant characteristics 

MBHH  {hoxG6) 

MBHH (fowcGA) HypX (hypXA) 

SHH  {hoxHts) 

SHH (fwxffA ) HypX {hypXA) 

Reference Reference 

Bernhard,Bernhard, 1996 

thisthis work 

Massanz,Massanz, 2000 

thisthis work 

PurificationPurification of the SH. Both R. eutropha strains HF359 and HF480 were cultivated at a 50-liter scale in 

minimall  medium under hydrogenase derepressing conditions. The SH(HypX+) from strain HF359 

wass purified as before (Happe, 2000). The SH(HypX) from strain HF480 was purified according to 

thee protocol described in the experimental procedures. Starting with 82 g cells (wet weight) of the 

hypXhypX deletion strain R. eutropha HF480,3.1 mg of SH(HypX') was obtained. The protein was purified 

61-foldd with a yield of 52%.. To check if the purification method influenced the integrity of the pure 

SH,, a small-scale purification of SH (HypX*) from strain HF359 was performed according to the 

protocoll  in the experimental procedures. FTIR spectroscopy, activity measurements and check for 

oxygenn sensitivity showed that the method of purification did not alter the properties of the 

SH(HypX*). . 

EffectEffect of the hypX deletion on the activity of the SH. Hydrogen-uptake activities were measured for 

thee SH(HypX*) and the SH(HypX') using both an artificial (BV) and the physiological electron 

acceptorr (NAD+). The influence of Ot and CO on these reactions was studied (see table 2). Under 

anaerobicc conditions the H2-NAD+ and the H rBV activities were comparable for both SH(HypX+) 

andd SH(HypX'). Under aerobic conditions, the SH(HypX*) showed both BV and NAD+ reducing g 

activities.. The SH(HypX), however, was unable to reduce BV in the presence of oxygen. Reduction of 

NAD**  was still possible, but at a slightly lower rate. Both the SH(HypX+) and the SH(HypX') were 

insensitivee to carbon monoxide, independent of the electron acceptor used. 

Inn combination with control experiments, in which the oxidation of hydrogen could be followed 

directlyy with an H2-sensitive electrode, these measurements clearly showed that the SH(HypX') was 

incapablee of hydrogen oxidation under aerobic conditions with BV as electron acceptor. Yet, 

reductionn of NAD* remained possible and was only slightly diminished. We think this can be 

explainedd by the formation of NADH in the process of NAD+ reduction. If the active site of 

SH(HypX')) is oxidised by oxygen, it can immediately be reactivated by NADH, thus allowing 

continuationn of the H2 oxidation. Since reduced BV is readily oxidised by 02 it is unable to reactivate 

oxidised,, inactivated SH under aerobic conditions. Therefore, inactivation by oxygen is irreversible in 

measurementss with BV as final electron acceptor. Because the clearest effect on hydrogen oxidation 

byy the SH was observed in the reaction with BV, the (inability to oxidise hydrogen aerobically with 

BVV as electron acceptor was used as the definition for oxygen- (ïnjsensitivity. 
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CyanideCyanide determination. A determination of the number of cyanides released from the active site 

uponn denaturation of the enzyme (Pierik, 1999) yielded an amount of 2.9 cyanides per [2Fe-2S] 

clusterr for the SH(HypX). As controls, the cyanide content in the SH(HypX+) from R. eutropha and 

thee standard [NiFe] hydrogenase from Albchromatium vinosum were determined. The SH(HypX+) 

containedd 3.7 cyanides per [2Fe-2S] cluster and the A. vinosum hydrogenase contained 1.9 cyanides 

perr Ni. 

Tablee 2. Specific activities and other characteristics of the SH(HypX+) and the SH(HypX'). 

SH(HypX' )) HF359 

SH(HypX)) HF480 

» ,--
aerobic aerobic 

35 5 

0 0 

BVBV activity' 

anaerobic anaerobic 

38 8 

33 3 

HH 22-*NAD -*NAD 

aerobic aerobic 

81 1 

74 4 

'activity 'activity 

anaerobic anaerobic 

84 4 

82 2 

COCO sensitivity' 

none e 

none e 

CH/l2Fe-2S] CH/l2Fe-2S] 

3.7 7 

2.9 9 

'' Activities are expressed as U/mg, 1 U corresponds to the oxidation of 1 jiM H2 / min. 
22 Measured spectroscopically: H,-NAD* activity at 340 nm and H,-BV activity at 640 nm. 

FTIRFTIR spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of SH(HypX+) and the SH(HypX) are depicted in Figure 3 (traces a 

&&  b). Both enzyme forms showed an intense peak at 1956 cm"1 due to the stretch vibration of a CO 

coordinatedd to the active-site iron. Only one of the treatments presented in Figure 3 influenced the 

positionn of this peak (Figure 3, trace c). In the cyanide region (2120-2030 cm"1), however, pronounced 

differencess were observed in all traces. This region is shown enlarged in Figure 4 together with fits of 

thee peaks in this region. From these fits the individual peak characteristics (position, width, area) were 

derivedd (Table 3). The peaks were fitted using Gaussian functions and the residual spectrum, the 

differencee between the experimental spectrum and the fit, is shown at the bottom of each panel. The 

cyanidee region of as-isolated SH(HypX+) could be deconvoluted into five absorption peaks at 2098, 

2087,2080,20777 and 2070 cm' (Figure 4, panel A). This is in agreement with the model depicted in 

Figuree 1: one cyanide bound to Ni causing one absorption peak and three (vibrationally coupled) 

cyanidess coordinated to Fe, resulting in four more absorption peaks (from three antisymmetric and 

onee symmetric vibration). The CO bound to the Fe site does not couple to these vibrations and 

absorbss at 1956 cm'. In the as-isolated SH(HypX') the 2098 cm' peak is clearly absent in the cyanide 

region.. The cyanide part of the spectrum of the SH(HypX) could be fitted with four absorption peaks 

att 2087,2080,2077 and 2070 cm'1 (Figure 4, panel B). The positions of these bands are identical to 

thosee of four of the five bands present in the SH(HypX+). 
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Figuree 3. FTIR spectra of the SH(HypX*) and 
thee SH(HypX) in various states: (a) as-
isolatedd SH(HvpX*); (b) as-isolated SH(HypX" 
);; (c) SH(HypX')„,: SH(HypX') reduced under 
H,, for 45 min at 30°C; (d) SH(HypX")rcJ 

reoxidisedd with air; (e) SH(HypX')rld incubated 
underr Ar and reoxidised with DCIP; (f) 
SH(HypXX )reJ incubated under Ar; (g) 
SH(HypX")rKll incubated under CO for 30 min 
att room temperature. The intensities of the 
COO absorption bands of spectra (e) and (f) 
weree normalised to the CO absorption band of 
spectrumm (b). SH concentrations in the other 
spectraa were equal and intensities can be 
directlyy compared. 

Wavenumberss (cm1) 

Thee FTIR spectrum of the SH(HypX') changed considerably after reduction under 100% H2 for 45 

minn at 30°C (Figure 3, trace c). In the region of the CO absorption peak two small satellite peaks at 

19444 and 1922 cm'1 appeared, indicating an inhomogeneity in the coordination of the iron site. Such 

smalll  peaks were also observed in the SH(HypX*) enzyme after reduction under hydrogen gas (not 

shown).. In the cyanide region most of the 2087 peak disappeared and a peak at 2051 cm"1 came up 

(Figuree 4, panel C). A peculiar observation was the increase in intensity of the cyanide absorptions 

uponn reduction whereas the total intensity of the CO absorption peaks remained constant. Activity 

measurementss showed that reduced SH(HypX) is not inhibited by CO. To see if CO can bind at or 

nearr the active site reduced SH(HypX') was incubated under 100% CO. The observed FTIR spectrum 

iss similar to that of the as-isolated SH(HypX) (Figure 3, trace g). No absorption band from 

exogeneouslyy bound, inhibiting CO was observed, which confirms that CO cannot bind to the active-

sitee Ni like it can in standard hydrogenases (Bagley, 1994; Higuchi, 2000; DeLacey, 2002). After 

reduction,, SH(HypX) was aerobically oxidised by exposure to air and the spectrum changed once 

again:: after oxidation with oxygen an absorption pattern of five peaks at 2098, 2087, 2080, 2077 and 

20700 cm"1 was observed in the cyanide region in combination with one CO peak at 1956 cm'1 (Figure 

3,, trace d; Figure 4, panel D). After oxidation with DCIP the absorption peak at 2098 cm"1 remained 

absent:: one large CO absorption at 1956 cm"' and four absorption peaks at 2091, 2087, 2080 and 2070 

a a 

b b 
M A A 

-AAA  A 

dd  _A> * 
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cm'11 in the cyanide region were observed (Figure 3, trace e; Figure 4, panel E). A similar spectrum was 

observedd when reduced SH(HypX) was only incubated under Ar(g) without an oxidising agent 

(Figuree 3, trace f). 
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0.0011 AI 
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.•AA A"/ v~/r 
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Wavenumberss  (cm" 1) 
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Figuree 4. FTIR spectra and Gaussian fits of the cyanide region (2120-2030 cm'). Top (solid line): experimental 

spectrum;; upper middle (dashed line): summation of the fits of the individual peaks; lower middle (dotted lines): 

individuall  peak fits; bottom (solid line): the residual spectrum, the difference between the experimental 

spectrumm and the fitted peaks. Panel A, as-isolated SH(HypX*); panel B, as-isolated SH(HypX); Panel C, 

SH(HypX')) reduced under H, for 45 min at 30°C; Panel D, SH(HypX) reduced as in C and subsequent 

reoxidationn with air; Panel E, SH(HypX) reduced as in C and subsequent reoxidation with DCIP under Ar(g). 

Characteristicss of the fits are presented in table 3. 
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Tablee 3. Quantitative data derived from the fits of the FTIR spectra from the SH(HypX+) and the 

SH(HypX')) from R. eutropha. Positions, surfaces and widths of the cyanide absorption peaks in the 

2120-20300 cm' region. 

PeakPeak position A)SH(HypX) B)SH(HypX)ox QSH(HypX) D)SH(HypX) E)SH(HypX) 

ox'ox' red reox.au reoxDCIP 

20972097 cm' 

20912091 cm'' 

20872087 cm' 

20802080 cm'' 

20772077 cm'1 

20702070 cm'' 

20652065 cm'' 

20512051 cm'' 

2097.0 1 1 

(11/3.9) ' ' 

--

2087. 5 5 

(3 22 /  6.5 ) 

2080. 7 7 

(2 22 /  4.3 ) 

2077. 6 6 

(3/3.1 ) ) 

2069. 6 6 

(19/5.0 ) ) 

--

--

--

--

2087. 4 4 

(14/4,0 ) ) 

2080. 4 4 

(8/3.0 ) ) 

2077. 6 6 

(4/3.1 ) ) 

2069. 8 8 

(13/3.7 ) ) 

--

--

--

--

2086. 9 9 

(4/2.7 ) ) 

2079. 7 7 

(2 11 /  3.7 ) 

--

2069. 5 5 

(2 55 /  4.6 ) 

2065. 4 4 

(9/3.9 ) ) 

2051. 2 2 

(2 22 /  5.7 ) 

2098. 3 3 

(6/4.2 ) ) 

--

2086. 7 7 

(22/5.0 ) ) 

2080. 6 6 

(14/4.5 ) ) 

2077. 6 6 

(2/2.4 ) ) 

2069. 7 7 

(14/4.1 ) ) 

• • 

--

--

2090. 7 7 

(11/3.5 ) ) 

2086. 6 6 

(11/2.4 ) ) 

2079. 3 3 

(13/4.7 ) ) 

--

2070. 2 2 

(U/3.1 ) ) 

--

--

11 Peak areas from SH(HypX+) in panel A A (Figure 4) are divided by 7.14 to correct for the difference in 
concentrationn and allow easy comparison with the SH(HypX') spectra. 
22 Peak positions in cm"1 as derived from the fits shown in Figure 4. 
33 Peak areas (in arbitrary units) / peak widths (in cm'1). 

EPREPR spectroscopy. In the as-isolated, oxidised state of the SH(HypX') of R. eutropha no EPR signal 

couldd be observed (4.2-100 K). Upon reduction under 100% H2 for 45' at 30°C an EPR spectrum due 

too a reduced [2Fe-2S] cluster was observed. Attempts were made to see a nickel-based unpaired 

electronn from the Ni.-C* state in partially reduced SH(HypX). Initially, a method appropriate for 

standardd hydrogenases was tried: incubation under low partial hydrogen pressures (1%) at various 

pHH values (6.0-9.0) to cover a redox potential range. This yielded similar observations as for wild-

typee SH (Happe, 2000): if any signal at all, only low spin concentrations (<0.1 spins/Ni) were 

observed.. Also upon reoxidation of reduced enzyme by exposure to air no signal from a Ni-based 

paramagnett was observed. Instead a small EPR signal like that from an oxidised [3Fe-4S] was 

observedd in the g = 2 region (not shown). However, this signal represented only a very small fraction 

off  the total enzyme concentration (<5%) and was probably due to a damaged (4Fe-4S] cluster. A 

controll  experiment with SH(HypX*) also showed a weak signal due to an oxidised [3Fe-4S] cluster 
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afterr reduction and subsequent oxidation (not shown), so this feature was not typical for the 

SH(HypX)) mutant. 

AA clear Ni rC' signal in the SH from R. eutropha was reported by others (Erkens, 1996). Incubation 

withh excess NADH (10 mM) under anaerobic conditions was claimed to yield 30 to 50% of enzyme in 

thee N^-C' state. Therefore, the SH(HypX*) and the SH(HypX) were incubated for 30 min with 10 

mMM NADH under N2(g) at pH 6. As can be seen in Figure 5, only a small amount of NNC' (less than 

20%% of the Fe-S signal intensity) was detected for both. Moreover, there was no clear difference 

betweenn the SH(HypX+) (Figure 5, panel 1) and the SH(HypX) (Figure 5, panel 2) after reduction 

withh NADH. Simulations (panels 1 & 2, traces b & c) showed that the amount of Ni-based spins was 

indeedd low and differed only slightly between the hypX-positive and the /lypX-negative strain: 0.2 

spins/[2Fe-2S]]  for SH(HypX+) and 0.12 spins/[2Fe-2S] for SH(HypX). These results show that there 

iss no significant difference between the SH(HypX+) and the SH(HypX) enzyme in the inability to 

occurr in the Nia-C' state after reduction. Presently we believe that two properties are required for a 

Nia-C'' state: the valency of the Ni ion must be 3+ and a photolabile hydride must be bound to the 

activee site (Happe, 1999; Bleijlevens, 2002). This hydride can be photolysed at temperatures below 77 K 

andd is then believed to provide two electrons for the reduction of the Ni ion to Ni1*  in the Ni rL ' state. 

Thee hydride is thought to bind to the Fe site in a bridging position to the Ni site (Bleijlevens, 2002). 

Thiss is the same position occupied by the third cyanide ligand to Fe in the SH(HypX+) (Figure 1). 

Sincee the third cyanide ligand is still present in the active site of SH(HypX') this prevents the binding 

off  a hydride and no Nia-C can be formed. We currently assume that upon incubation with 10 mM 

NADHH part of the enzyme molecules loose CN' ligands 

suchh that formation of a normal Nî -C state becomes 

possible.. As can be seen from the intensity of the spectra 

thiss occurs in only 12% of the SH(HypX) and 20% of 

thee SH(HypX+) molecules. 

Figuree 5. X-band EPR spectra of (la) the SH(HypX*) and 
(2a)) the SH(HypX). Both were incubated for 30 min at room 
temperaturee with 10 mM NADH under an N2 atmosphere 
(pHH 6). Simulations of the Ni signal in lb (simulation 
parameters:: g  ̂= 2.202, 2.135, 2.010; Wm (G) = 14.31,13.66, 
7.01)) and 2b ( ^ = 2.201, 2.135, 2.010; W  ̂ (G) = 14.31, 
13.86,, 7.01). Simulations of the [2Fe-2S]'*  cluster in lc (g  ̂= 
1.928,1.951,, 2.038; W^ (G) = 29.02, 22.44, 25.92) and 2c (g^ 
== 1.928, 1.951,2.038; W„ (G) = 29.02, 22.44, 25.72). The 
ratioss of the intensities of the signals due to Ni and the [2Fe-
2S]]  cluster were 0.20 for the SH(HypX') and 0.12 for the 
SH(HypX).. EPR conditions: microwave frequency, 9,426 
MHz;; temperature, 35 K; power, 2 mW; modulation 

2.33 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.9 amplitude, 1.27 mT. 

g-value e 

'''' ' i  I . . . . i . . . . I , ,  i I i , 
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XASXAS measurements. Ni XAS spectra from the as-isolated, oxidised states of the SH(HypX*) and the 

SH(HypX')) were measured (Figure 6, panel A). The Ni-edges showed some differences in the pre-edge 
ii  nrocon t ir> t-V,*» QT-T(\l\mY~~\ s n p r t n i m ^inrf » thpc p wpr p vpr v I n w i n 

intensityy they were difficult to interpret. Also, the edge of the SH(HypX') was somewhat higher than 

thee SH(HypX+) edge. For both spectra the energy at half-height of the absorption edges was -8341 eV, 

aa value in agreement with earlier measured X-ray absorption spectra of oxidised R. eutropha [NiFe] 

hydrogenasess (Gu, 1996; Muller, 1997). The Fourier-transformed, Fourier-filtered EXAFS region is 

shownn in panel B of Figure 6. This region, that is sensitive to the number and the size of ligands 

coordinatedd to the metal-centre, showed differences between the SH(HypX*) and the SH(HypX'). In 

ourr current model for the oxidised SH(HypX') 4 sulphurs from the Cys residues, a carbon from the 

cyanidee group and probably an oxygen from a hydroxide or water group are the ligands to a Ni2+ ion 

withh octahedral symmetry. The oxygen-containing ligand can be removed by a catalytic amount of 

NADHH (5 |iM) which opens a site for the activation of hydrogen at the Ni ion. The removal of this 

ligandd might bring about the large changes in the XAS spectra after reduction of the R. eutropha wild-

typee SH (Gu, 1996, Muller, 1997). The observed difference between the SH(HypX*) and the SH(HypX') 

inn the EXAFS region might be explained by the absence of the CN' ligand to Ni site in the negative 

mutant.. The ligand place that is occupied by CN' in the SH(HypX*) might instead be occupied by an 

OH"" in the SH(HypX'), possibly explaining the relatively small differences between the XAS edges. 
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Figuree 6. A) Ni XAS spectra of the SH(HypX*) (solid line), and the SH(HypX) (dashed line), both in the as-
isolatedd state; B) Fourier-transform of the Fourier-filtered EXAFS regions of the Ni XAS spectra in panel A. 

L-edgeL-edge measurements. L-edge spectra show the characteristics of the electronic 2p -» 3d transition in 

transitionn metal ions with a partly filled 3d shell. This technique takes advantage of the fact that these 

transitionss are dipole allowed according to the symmetry rules. Therefore it is much more sensitive to 

determinee the valency and matching spin-state of a transition metal ion than e.g. K-edge 

spectroscopy,, where one mainly uses the low-intensity (dipole forbidden) Is -*  3d pre-edge features. 

Sincee we assumed a different coordination around the active-site Ni ion in the SH(HypX*) and the 

SH(HypX),, a concomitant change in spin-state may occur and we therefore decided to measure the 

L-edgee spectra of the two enzymes. 
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Inn the case of a Ni(II ) ion the electron configuration in the ground state is 2p°3d". Using soft X-rays 

(-8500 eV for Ni) a 2p electron is excited to the 3d shell, resulting in a 2p53d' excited state (Figure 7, 

©).. The absorption spectra are recorded measuring the fluorescence radiation emitted in the 

relaxationn process of the excited electron to the core hole (2p63d8 <— 2p53d'). This yields spectra as in 

Figuree 8, from which valency and spin-state of the measured metal centre can be derived. A 2p5 

configurationn has two possible symmetries depending on the spin-orbit coupling, 2P1/2 and 2PJ/2. These 

twoo configurations are related to the L2 and the L3 edge in L-edge spectroscopy (De Groot, 2001). In 

thee case of Ni these two edges are separated by -18 eV. The positions of the centroids shift with 

valencee state of the metal: the centroids shift to higher energy with increasing valence state. In ionic 

complexess the L3 maximum generally shifts -1 eV to higher energy per increment in oxidation state 

(Wang,(Wang, 2000) but these shifts may be smaller (0.6 eV/oxidation state) in the case of covalent 

complexess (Wang, 2001). The L, absorption maxima for Ni(II ) model compounds range from 852.8 

eVV for a pure high-spin (HS) state to 853.6 eV for a pure low-spin (LS) state (T. Funk and S.P. 

Cramer,Cramer, personal communication). The L3 absorption maximum generally appears at higher energy for 

LSS than for HS complexes, presumably because the single remaining vacant orbital in LS complexes 

hass been raised to relatively higher energy by the ligand field. 

Thee spin-state of a Ni(II ) ion can also be inferred from the shape of the spectra. In a HS 3d8-system 

(twoo unpaired electrons, S = 1), two different orbitals are available to accommodate the excited 2p-

electronn whereas in a LS system (no unpaired electrons, S = 0) only one such orbital is available. This 

iss reflected in the L-edge spectra by the concept of multiplicity. In the case of a HS Ni(II ) system the L, 

centroidd generally has a shoulder on the high-energy side since multiple energy levels are involved, 

andd a broad or even split L2-edge. In this case it is said that multiplicity is high. In a LS Ni(II ) system 

thee L3 has only littl e or no multiplet structure and a sharper and somewhat more intense L2-edge. 

L-edge e RIXS S 

! ! 

Excitedd State ^ ^ 

ls22p53d' ' 

Groundd State 

ls22p53d' ' 

Figuree 7. Simplified scheme of the electronic transitions in a Ni(II ) ion (3d') in L-edge and RIXS spectroscopy. 
©© 2p63d' —» 2ps3d' excitation, @ ls23d' —» ls'3d' excitation, ® ls!2p5 «— ls'2p6 relaxation. 
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Thee SH(HypX') spectrum (Figure 8, trace a) and the SH(HypX') spectrum (Figure 8, trace b) both 

havee an L3 absorption maximum at 852.9 eV. From the position of the L, absorption centroid we can 

inferr that the redox state of the active site Ni of the as-isolated, oxidised R eutrnnha SH(HypX') is 

Ni(II )) and remains the same in the SH(HypX'). Previous XAS studies (Gu, 1996; Muller, 1997) already 

suggestedd this redox state, but could not unequivocally substantiate this proposal. From the precise 

positionn of the L, maxima it is most likely that in both cases the Ni(II ) ion is in a HS state. Also in 

supportt of a Ni(II ) HS system is the clear shoulder that is present on the high-energy side of the Ls 

peakk in both SH(HypX*) and SH(HypX') L-edge spectra (Figure 8). The shoulder is somewhat more 

pronouncedd for the mutant which might be the result of a higher orbital effect (e.g. stronger admixing 

off  an empty 4s orbital into the 3d orbital of Ni). Unfortunately, the signal-to-noise of the recorded 

spectraa is not of such quality that the multiplicity of the L2 could be judged appropriately. However, 

thee data are consistent in the fact that in the SH(HypX') L-edge spectrum (Figure 8, trace b) the L2 

centroidcentroid seems a littl e bit lower in intensity and somewhat broadened, which also suggests an increase 

inn multiplicity compared to the SH(HypX'). Another tool to infer spin-state from these type of 

spectraa is the branching ratio: the surface of the L, peak divided by the total intensity of the spectrum 

(L3/(L22 + L,)). In model complexes a branching ratio smaller than 0.7 is correlated to LS Ni(II ) systems 

whilee above this value they are HS Ni(II) . Unfortunately, the S/N ratios of the spectra shown in Figure 

88 were too low and the quality of the spectra insufficient to determine accurate branching ratios. 

Higherr quality spectra have to be recorded to further complete this analysis. Nevertheless, based on 

peakk positions and multiplicity we think it is fair to say that in both the SH(HypX*) and the 

SH(HypX')) the Ni ion is in a HS Ni(II ) state. 

JJ I I L 

8455 850 855 860 865 870 875 

Excitationn energy (eV) 

Figuree 8. L-edge spectra for (a) the SH(HypX') and (b) the SH(HypX'), both in the as-isolated, oxidised state. 
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RIXSRIXS measurements. In Figure 9a two of the first ever recorded RIXS spectra of proteins are 

presented.. Nowadays, K-edge spectroscopy and, to some lesser extent, L-edge spectroscopy are 
establishedd tools to study the chemical properties of transition metals and their environment in 

proteins.. These techniques give complementary information: K-edge spectra mainly yield information 

aboutt coordination and geometry. From L-edge spectra the valency and spin-state of the metal ion 

underr study can be derived. In RIXS spectroscopy it is possible to combine these two types of 

experimentss by mapping the ls2p resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) landscape. This method 

iss illustrated in Figure 7 in a simplified two-step process. Through the absorption of hard X-rays 

(-8,3300 eV) a Is electron is excited to an available 3d orbital (a dipole forbidden ls23d" — ls'3d' 

transition,, figure 7, @), creating a core hole in the Is orbital. This core hole is quickly filled by an 

electronn decaying from the 2p orbital (lsz2p!«- ls'2p', dipole allowed, Figure 7, ®), concomitantly 

emittingg radiation. The hard X-rays (-7,480 eV) emitted in this relaxation process are recorded. The 

energyy difference between the absorbed and the emitted radiation corresponds to the energy of the 

2p63d88 -» 2p53d' transition (AE in Figure 8). In the RIXS spectra in Figure 9a, the incident energy (x-

axis;; 8,328 to 8,337 eV, the pre-edge region and lower side of the Ni K-edge, see Figure 6) is plotted 

againstt the energy difference between the absorbed and the emitted radiation (y-axis; 849 to 860 eV, 

thee window of the L, centroid in the L-edge spectra, see Figure 8). 

Oxidisedd SH(HypX+) Oxidised SH(HypX) 

83299 833 1 833 3 833 5 832 9 833 1 833 3 833 5 
83300  833 2 833 4 833 6 833 0 833 2 833 4 833 6 

Incidentt Energy ( eV) 

Figuree 9a. RIXS spectra for the SH(HvpX*) and the SH(HypX), both in the as-isolated, oxidised state. In these 
spectraa the incident energy is plotted on the x-axis and on the y-axis the final-state energy, the energy difference 
betweenn the absorbed and the emitted radiation is plotted. 

Ass can be seen from the RIXS spectra the high-energy shoulder observed in the L-edge spectra is a real 

feature.. The shoulder of the L, centroid in Figure 8 can be correlated to the high-energy feature at 

-8577 eV in Figure 9a. The RIXS spectra also endorse that this shoulder is stronger in the SH(HypX') 
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thann SH(HypX*) since this feature, marked with the arrow in Figure 9a, is also stronger in the RIXS 

spectrumm of the negative mutant. In Figure 9b the isolated Is —> 3d transition, the pre-edge feature in 

-cage e 
VA OO :_. i T>I i ii_ _* -*. *.i_ - i l ~r*.L _ -, J __u:*.-l : ~ - *l A:CC 
J\I\O,J\I\O,  ia auuwu . inca c anuw mat ai uic itvt i ui ui t j u uiuiia i *.m.itn- o ui t i t ai t uv uuitn-uvi- a 

betweenn the SH(HypX') and the SH(HypX). 

Theoreticall  simulations of a HS Ni(II ) system showed an L-edge spectrum with similar features as 

observedd in Figure 8 (not shown). From the parameters obtained form this simulation the ls2p X-ray 

emissionn spectrum could be calculated. This was done at exactly at the Is pre-edge energy (8,332 eV) 

andd it reproduced the measured RIXS features rather well (not shown). Comparison of RIXS spectra 

off  SH(HypX*), SH(HypX) and Ni model compounds showed that the main features observed in the 

hydrogenasee spectra resembled those of HS Ni(II ) model compounds (P. Glatzel and S.P. Cramer, 

personalpersonal communication). 
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Figuree 9b. A constant final state spectrum showing the isolated 
Iss — 3d transition of the low-energy feature in the RIXS 
spectraa in Figure 9a at the local maximum at 853 eV of both 
thee SH(HypX') and the SH(HvpX). 

Fromm the L-edge and RIXS measurements, no clear differences in Ni spin-state between the 

SH(HypX*)) and the SH(HypX) are observed. This does not necessarily exclude a different 

coordinationn around the Ni ion. This only indicates that the spin-state of the Ni is not influenced very 

muchh by the absence of a CN' ligand presumably due to the putative replacement with an OH" ligand. 

Inn a recent theoretical study it was proposed that the spin-state of the Ni ion is not only determined 

byy the nature of the direct ligands to the Ni ion but also by the symmetry. The symmetry is mainly 

governedd by the rigid protein structure, imposing a certain geometry to the Ni site which results in a 

HSS Ni(II ) state (Fan, 2002). When, in density functional theory (DFT) calculations, the geometry of 

thee active site was fixed to the coordinates of the crystal structure, the minimal energy for a Ni(II ) HS 

statee was 20 kcal/mol lower than for a Ni(II ) LS state. If the geometry constraints were released and 

thee modelled complex was allowed to converge to an energy minimum the resulting spin-state was LS 

andd the Ni geometry was virtually square planar, a favoured configuration for a low-spin Ni(II ) ion. 

However,, the active site of an enzyme is coordinated by amino acid residues and the strain applied by 
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thee protein backbone usually does not allow such large conformational reorganisations. This point is 

illustratedd by the fact that crystal structures of standard hydrogenases from different bacterial origins 

inn the as-isolated oxidised, H2-reduced and CO-inhibited state only show minute differences in the 

geometryy of the active site (Volbeda, 1995; Garcin, 1999; Higuchi, 2000). 

Previously,, experimental evidence for a HS Ni(II ) state in the CO-inhibited state of [NiFe] 

hydrogenasess has been presented (Wang 2000; 2001). Since CO is a strong ligand bound to the Ni1* 

ion,, this result initially conflicted with the chemist's intuition. Nevertheless, it has recently been 

confirmedd by DFT calculations on CO-inhibited D. gigas [NiFe] hydrogenase (De Lacey, 2002). In this 

studyy the calculated IR stretching frequencies of the internal and the external CO correlated better 

withh the experimental values for a HS Ni(II ) system than for a LS Ni(II ) system. 

DISCUSSIONN AND CONCLUSIONS 

TheThe proposed model for the active site of the SH(HypX). Based on the results presented in this paper 
wee conclude that the active site of the SH(HypX') contains one cyanide ligand less in its active site 

thann the SH(HypX+). The active site of the SH(HypX+) as presented in Figure 1, was proposed to 

containn three cyanide ligands bound to the active-site Fe and one cyanide ligand to Ni (Happe, 2000). 

Thee cyanide ligand bound to Ni was postulated to shield the active site from oxygen under turn-over 

conditions.. Chemical analysis of a SH purified from a strain (HF480) with a deletion in the hypX 

accessoryy genes showed that in this case the active site only contained three cyanide ligands. Standard 

[NiFe]]  hydrogenases contain two cyanides in their active sites, both ligated to the Fe ion (Bagley, 1995; 

Volbeda,Volbeda, 1995,1996a; Pierik, 1999). These two cyanide ligands are 'buried' within the protein and 

cannott be exchanged with external cyanide. The missing cyanide ligand in the SH(HypX') may be 

eitherr the third cyanide on Fe or the cyanide on Ni. Our results lead us to propose that in the as-

isolatedd SH(HypX) the cyanide normallyy bound to Ni is absent (Figure 10). Observations supporting 

thiss proposal are the absence of the 2098 cm'1 absorption band in the FTIR spectrum of the as-isolated 

SH(HypX)) and the lack of shift of the CO band, indicating that the coordination around Fe does not 

changee (Figure 3, trace b). In previous work the 2098 cm'1 band was assigned to a cyanide ligand 

directlyy bound to the active-site Ni (Happe, 2000). This work also reported a shift of this band to 2051 

cm'11 when the wild-type SH was incubated under 100% H2. In the SH(HypX'), however, the 2087 cm' 

andd the 2077 cm' bands (almost) disappear while two bands at 2065 and 2051 cm'1 come up. Since no 

peakk analysis of the cyanide region of the SH wild-type FTIR spectra was previously performed, it is 

nott yet possible to compare these data in detail. In the reduced state the cyanide vibrations show a 

remarkablee increase in intensity, while the CO absorption remains constant. This might for example 

bee due to a deprotonation of one of the cyanides or a weakening of hydrogen bonding to the protein, 

largelyy increasing the polarity of the C-N bond and the intensity of the resulting absorption band. 

However,, at this point, it remains too speculative to propose a detailed explanation. One more feature 

off  the FTIR spectra of the SH(HypX) in the reduced state is the inhomogeneity of the COO absorption 
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peak.. Only a reductive incubation under hydrogen gas showed this effect. The same effect was also 

observedd in the wild-type SH (unpublished results, B. Bleijlevens, E. van der Linden and S.P.J. Albracht). 

Figuree 10. Active site model for the SH(HypX) from R. eutropha based on this study. 

Wee speculate that this may be due to the replacement of the third cyanide ligand on Fe by a hydride 

(Bleijlevens,(Bleijlevens, 2002). The replacement of a cyanide ligand by a hydride results in a change of electron 

densityy on the Fe ion and influences the rc-backbonding properties of the metal centre and thus the 

positionn of the CO vibration. As can be seen this is what happens under reducing conditions for a 

smalll  percentage of the molecules (Figure 3, trace c). The same process was described in an earlier 

sectionn for the formation of small amounts of Ni^-C' in the SH of R. eutropha. 

Reoxidationn of reduced SH(HypX') resulted in a small peak at 2098 cm'1 (Figure 3, trace e). We 

hypothesisehypothesise that this may be due to the binding of a cyanide ligand to Ni after it had been released 

fromfrom the Fe site during reduction. Only few molecules loose the third Fe-cyanide and therefore the 

correspondingg peak at 2098 cm'1 is also rather weak. To obtain the 2098 cm"' peak the oxidation had 

too be aerobic, as can be seen from trace g in Figure 3. After anaerobic oxidation with DCIP no peak at 

20988 cm'1 was observed. Apparently, oxygen also has an effect on the way the active site oxidises and 

inactivates. . 

TheThe function of the HypX accessory protein in active site assembly of the SH. This study clearly shows 

thatt upon deletion of hypX gene the SH from R. eutropha becomes sensitive to oxygen during 

hydrogenn oxidation with BV as electron acceptor. Furthermore, a chemical analysis showed that only 

2.99 cyanides can be released from the SH from the JiypX-negative strain while in enzyme purified 

fromfrom the hypX-positiwe strain 3.7 cyanides were detected. The observed EPR and X-ray absorption 

spectrall  differences were not very pronounced. However, the FTIR spectra where considerably 

different.. EPR spectroscopy may not be the best of techniques to study this active site because of 

reasonss explained before. The Ni X-ray absorption spectrum showed a small difference between the 

SH(HypX*)) and the SH(HypX'), indicative of a difference in Ni coordination. Especially the Fourier-

transformedd extended fine structures (EXAFS) were different. The other spectral techniques applied 

too study the differences between the SH(HypX*) and the SH(HypX) active-site Ni ion were not 

directlyy sensitive to changes in coordination but monitored the spin-state instead (L-edge and RIXS 

spectroscopy). . 
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Basedd on the above discussed (bio)chemical data, the spectral analyses, the type of bacteria containing 

HypXX analogues and the homology of HypX with proteins involved in CI-metabolism we propose 

thatt the HypX protein is required to make the active site of the SH from R. eutropha resistant against 

oxygen.. It does this via the incorporation of an extra cyanide ligand to the active site during the 

maturationn process of the hydrogenase. Based on the presented data we do not know how the third 

cyanidee ligand to Fe is incorporated into the active site. The accessory protein HypF has been 

proposedd to play a role in the incorporation of the diatomic ligands in Escherichia coli [NiFe] 

hydrogenasee (Paschos, 2001). Currently, we also do not know what molecule is the precursor for the 

extraa cyanide ligands in the SH of R. eutropha. The study on the maturation of standard [NiFe] 

hydrogenasess in E. coli showed that in this case carbamoyl phosphate is the likely precursor for the 

diatomicc ligands (Paschos, 2001). It would be very interesting to check oxygen tolerant hydrogenases 

fromm other sources to see if this protection mechanism is generally applied to protect the hydrogenase 

activee site from oxygen. 

TheThe Junction of the HypX protein in the maturation oftheMBH. The growth curves in Figure 2 

showedd that besides SH-dependent growth, also the MBH-dependent growth was retarded by oxygen 

iff  the hypX gene was deleted. This argues in favour of a pleiotropic effect of the hypX gene, as was 

proposedd before (Buhrke, 1998). It remains unclear how many cyanides are ligated to the active site of 

thee MBH, since we were not yet able to record FTIR spectra of sufficient quality. The reason that the 

effectt on MBH-dependent growth is smaller than on SH-dependent growth might lay in the location 

off  both enzymes. The MBH is functional in the membrane and this might protect the enzyme from 

oxidationn by oxygen. Another possibility is that, after oxidation by oxygen, it is swiftly reduced again 

byy the quinone pool in the membrane. 

TheThe Junction of the HypX protein in the maturation of the RH. The effect of the deletion of the 

accessoryy genes on the maturation of the Regulatory Hydrogenase (RH) was studied before (Buhrke, 

2001).2001). All deletions but one in the accessory gene region resulted in incorrectly processed and 

unstablee RH protein. Only a deletion in the hypX gene hardly effected the stability and the activity of 

thee RH. Characterisation of the RH protein showed an active site similar to that of'standard 

hydrogenases'' with an Fe site that is only ligated by two cyanides and one carbon monoxide (Pierik, 

1998;1998; Bernhard, 2001). Since the RH does not require the incorporation of extra cyanide ligands into 

thee active site, it does not depend on the HypX protein for proper active site assembly. 

TheThe electronic properties of the Ni ion in the SH. The X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements 

describedd in this chapter showed that the Ni ion in both the SH(HypX+) and the SH(HypX) in the as-

isolated,, oxidised state is divalent. This is in agreement with the EPR measurements in which we did 

nott observe a Ni-based unpaired spin (S = 1/2) in this state. Yet, the L-edge and the RIXS 

measurementss showed that the Ni centre is not diamagnetic. The observed spectra showed that the 

Ni(II )) ion is high-spin (S = 1) in both. Although the concept that the Ni2+ ion in [NiFe] hydrogenases 
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cann occur in a high-spin state is quite a novel one, there is increasing support of this hypothesis 

(Wang,(Wang, 2000,2001; Fan, 2002; DeLacey, 2002; this work). 

InsensitivityInsensitivity towards carbon monoxide ofSH. When standard [NiFe] hydrogenases are inhibited by 

exogenouss carbon monoxide the Ni ion is clamped in an EPR silent Ni2t state (Van der Zwaan, 1986; 

Bagley,Bagley, 1994; Surerus, 1994). The inhibiting CO molecule is bound to Ni and points in the direction of 

thee gas channel through which the substrate hydrogen gas diffuses to the active site (Htguchi, 2000; De 

Lacey,Lacey, 2002). The SH from R. eutropha is different from the standard hydrogenases since it is not at all 

inhibitedd by carbon monoxide. This has been explained by steric hindrance of the binding of 

exogenouss CO to the active site Ni by the extra cyanide ligands in the R. eutropha active site (Happe, 

2000).2000). The cyanide on the Ni prevents the binding of a CO molecule to the active site as it also 

preventss oxidation and inactivation of the active site by oxygen. In the SH(HypX'), however, the 

cyanidee ligated to Ni is not incorporated (this work) while it remains insensitive to carbon monoxide. 

Obviously,, additional factors play a role in the lack of the reaction of the SH(HypX') active site with 

CO. . 
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